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Art & Commerce Intersect:
The Bank Note Vignettes of

Felix ctavius Carr Dailey
By Terry A. Bryan

Closeup of Fr587 back depicting "The
Landing of the Pilgrims," credited to a
painting by F.O.C. Darley.I N TODAY'S WORLD PICTURES ARE EVERYWHERE. THIS

was not true in the early 19th Century. When reproducing pictures was
expensive, they were found only on the walls in homes of the wealthy. As
cheaper methods of reproduction were found, interior decoration began

to include framed prints. American artists gained an additional source of
income from reproduction of their works. One illustrator, Felix Octavius Carr
Darley, became so popular that bank note engravers secured his expensive
designs for their currency vignettes.

Social changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution includ-
ed increased literacy, increased leisure time, and increased numbers
who appreciated books and pictures. In fact, the public thirst for
images even required novels to be illustrated. Earlier in England,
then in the United States, a long tradition of book illustration con-
tinued throughout the 1800's. This artistic heritage continues
today, with many branches into fine arts and commercial illustra-
tion, and with much collector interest.

Felix Octavius Carr Darley (1822 1 -1888) is a name associat-
ed with 19th Century book illustration and with many bank note
vignettes. Darley brought unique skills to his work, which resulted
in popularity and success. At the height of his fame, some books
were lettered on the spine with the title and "Illustrated by Darley"
omitting the author's name. He derived a fine income from his book
illustrations, from portfolios of prints suitable for framing, and from
vignette designs for bank notes.

Darley was born in Philadelphia. His parents were stage performers,
both artistic vocalists. The Darleys were popular enough that their perfor-
mance of some songs was credited on sheet music. They traveled to the major
theatre hubs, and their circle included artists and intellectuals. Darley and his
siblings were exposed to a cultured, sociable household, and their talent and
interest in the arts continued into their adult lives. As a child, Darley was evi-
dently a compulsive sketcher; he later described it as a "disease." Young Felix

F.O.C. Darley from Harper's Weekly,
1867. (New York Public Library)



A31I/DRICAN Alia` ICY AO/V.—The aubseriber
 him been appointed Honorary decrotary to title popu-

lar lnicltution, and is now prepared to eclair° the muted
of members mad others. 'For the sum of is,

each person Is entitled to receive n. copy of a Mao line en-
graaa i.l.rnAy dneylle, and a sot of Outlines, sic in camber.
by Das e illwaretiog Washington ireing'• much...aired
tai p Kan wises. In audition to thole advantages
etorh nubectibor bee the chance of receleleg,e1 the 0.5.051
Dietribehott, ape of the splendid FoistUngs now exhibited
at the Art Union Gallery, 407 Broadway,bew York. bloc,
than ere hundred Fainuaga have elretely bees purchased,
Including the magnificent Allegodue earles of four pictures

W by tho lemntod Thur. Cole Fur the - late Samuel
Ward, Esq., called 

e
"The Voyage of Lire,. and widths.,

%Ad. Tame paintings will to distributed as ono pT i..
The collection also Contains the works of /Antra, Bunt
Ington, Dooley, Grey, Edmonds, May, Osgood, Peals and
Doughty, end other Ondleculalted acts..

Early subtenlitlans are invited, es lt is expected rho books
will he chased before Rs termination of the -oar.

w.
Catenary Secretory American Art Union,

jrOO ]m 	 144 Fulton street, Brooklyn.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 7/1/1848

Aar LI orox.—A. proof of the engraving  to be
distributed to the subscribe!, may be seen at Mr.
Crowell's office No. sa Fulton street. We learn
that 'there are nearly ten thousand subscribers,
nut, previous to the drawing, molly more will un-
doubtedly become competitors for the splendid
tracks of art. Their arc several valuable painting;;
among others eve notice Mr. Oray's two paintings
of the" Wages of Woe" arid the " Apple of his
cord, valued at 82,000. Another, the "Woman nt
the Sepulchre," by Huntington, held at 81,200, and

several others ranging as high ns $500 and WO.
There is sarong the collection twenty bronze stall.,

of excellence end merit. The OUTLINES, by LfiLLa illustrating the Legend of Sleepy Hollow,"
after the fashion of " Rip Fen Winkle," of lolt
year, which each subscriber will, receive. The
works of not now exhibiting in the galleries ere to

be distributed by lot among the members of the
American Art  Union, a t Naito's, on Friday evening,
the Mat inst.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 12/14/1849
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Darley's parents were popular enough
that their performance of some songs
was credited on sheet music.
(Collection of the author)

was familiar with the British and German traditions of book illustration, and
his self-taught style reflects his exposure to late-18th Century books. He was
fascinated by the interesting faces that he observed on Philadelphia streets. His
portfolio of caricatures resulted in a book commission when he was a teenager.

Darley did not isolate himself in the artist's studio. Reproduction of pic-
tures was limited to engraving and to lithography before photography became
commonplace. By 1855, most picture printing involved photography as some
part of the process. Reproductions of pictures were black and white images.
Color was hand-applied or added by means of additional printing plates applied
sequentially. Darley started illustrating books, portraying dramatic scenes and
eccentric characters. His technique was based on strong drawing skills. Once
he was earning his living through book commissions, he became versed in the
technical methods of engraving and lithography. Many of his popular book
illustrations were re-worked into "large plate" formats; these portfolio collec-
tions are analogous to today's "coffee table books."

Darley supervised the engraving and printing of his work, where many
artists of his day were at the mercy of the craftsmen to produce a satisfactory
reproduction. Not many artists knew about the technical problems of engrav-
ing their work. Darley's grasp of all the art and of all the craft aspects of mass
reproduction allowed him to create pictures that were ideal for the contempo-
rary printing methods. He could sketch quickly in charcoal or pencil, outlining
the composition and placement of figures. His finished product was often a
pencil-and-ink outline, shaded in with dilute black or sepia ink. He knew how
to indicate shading to facilitate the engraver's transfer of the drawing to the
plate. In other words, he delivered his work "camera-ready."

Book illustration may be a lost art in today's multi-media world.
Nowadays, pictures move. Authors are hoping to create a picture in our minds
with their words, and I suspect that many of today's writers would be offended
at efforts to amplify their thoughts with visual art scattered through their
books. The quaint novels of the 19th Century are not popular fiction anymore.
Only the masterpieces of that day are read in high school and college; some are
still read for leisure, and a few are made into movies. However, Darley's rise in
popularity coincided with a new public demand for books, and illustrated hooks
were considered a premium quality product in the publishing world. Along
with drawing skill, Darley had a special mastery of composition. He could
translate an episode in a book into a dramatic, emotional picture to accompany



The Atitenneurn, which seems to make a point
of saying unkind tiiinga of American produc-
tions, has deviated from Its usual coarse, and
has devoted four columns to a very laudatory
and analytical critique upon Mr. Barley's rc
cently published series of thirty etchings, illus-
trative of Mr. Judd's "Margaret." It con-
cludes by earnestly recommending Mr. Darter to
p•epthe illustrations, of a like chariiii4Ti, of
Ilawthorne's "Scarlet Letter."

George Augustus Sala, whose writing he Bout&
hold Word, are so generally accredited to Dickens
by the rending public, bee comma need a new se-
rial story, with wood-cat illustratione in the
litierteed Times, a low priced rind not very well
got up London weekly. It is called The Bad-
dington Peerage, with his Lordship's Life : A
Story of the Best and Worst Society."

Wra. R. Russell of the London 7Y17161 was asked
by the proprietors to go to China as special cor-
respondent, but was compelled to decline, as he
wits previously engaged to lecture during the
nest twelve months in the leading cities of Great
Britain and Ireland on the Crimean War.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 4/27/1858
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the text. His work was so valued by publishers, that his illustrations were con-
sidered an important marketing factor.

Darley numbered many of the country's intellectuals among his acquain-
tances. For half his life, he resided in a lovely home in Claymont, Delaware,
just a few yards from the Pennsylvania border. 2 He hosted and visited many
artists and thinkers, and he maintained a large household with his extended
family. His salon was home to discussion of the issues of the day, the arts, and
philosophy. Mr. Darley himself was described as rather shy with strangers, but
voluble and interesting among friends. His acquaintance with the intelligencia
no doubt aided his business affairs. He was the artist chosen to interpret scenes
by many noted authors. Most famously, Charles Dickens insisted on Darley's
work for his American editions. Dickens met with Darley during his book
tours. F.O.C.Darley was inducted into the American Society of Illustrators'
Hall Of Fame in 2001. In the dedication, the Society states, "More than any
other single talent, F.O.C.Darley was responsible for the growth of illustration
in early America."

F.O.C. Darley's career coincided with the end of the Revolutionary War
generation, with the move into the western limits of the Continent, with the
Civil War, with the Indian Wars, and with the mighty industrial growth of the
United States. Looking at 19th Century art and prints, the public's taste in
pictures appears excessively sentimental to us by today's standards. The sainted
memory of George Washington, the intrepid frontiersman, the Noble Red
Man, the apotheosis of the craftsman, the romance of the frontier, the lure of
western gold, the plight of the poor, the gallantry of the Union cause, the pride
in the growing power and credibility of the United States on the international
scene...all of these were popular themes of books and pictures, and they were
common themes to Darley.. His personal tastes ran in these same directions,
too, for he was proud of his country. Darley illustrated many historical events,

"An Indian Foray in the West" by
F.O.C. Darley, Harper's Weekly,
5/1/1858. Interestingly his image was
republished 25 years later in the
Harper's Weekly issue of 5/10/1873.
(Library of Congress)
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"The War Trail" and "The Buffalo
Hunt" by F.O.C. Darley, Harper's
Weekly, 5/1/1858. (Library of
Congress)
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in addition to his compositions based on fiction. Toward the end of his life, he
estimated that his drawing "disease" had resulted in several thousand pictures.

Darley made a trip west and two tours of Europe, and he studied color
work sporadically. Occasional watercolors show up on the market. While
expertly done, they are not considered masterworks of their type. The vast
majority of his work was clone in pencil, charcoal, pen and ink. Many of his
sketches in pencil on drawing paper still exist in collections. His finished com-
positions were often done in ink with a sepia ink wash on heavier paper. Not
so many of his finished vignette pictures remain. Apparently, the engravers did
not need them, once the durable plates were made. His palette was largely
black and white, and he was a master of the economy of line, i.e. letting a few
lines provide the brain with a whole picture.

Paper money collectors are familiar with the history of security printing.
From the 1790s to the 1860s, local banks issued almost all of the circulating
paper currency that supported the growing economy of the country.
Regulatory changes in the 1850s allowed public stock companies to flourish in
much the same form as today. Pieces of paper with monetary value became
commonplace in the hands of the general public. The security of this paper

was a great concern, and counterfeiting
was widespread. As today, when a
security measure is instituted, the
crooks immediately consider how to
overcome it.

A glance at paper money and
stocks in the first half of the 19th
Century demonstrates the growth and
maturity of the security printing indus-
try. These documents evolved away
from simple engraved wording.
Vignettes, portraits, color printing, and
machine engraving were added. It was
hoped that the complex designs would
foil counterfeiters. Engraving compa-
nies competed to provide bank and
corporate customers with the finest
products. It can be argued that the
engraver's art attained its high point in
the 1860s.

In addition to security considera-
tions, the buyers of the engravers'
products, i.e. the Board of Directors,
had their own aesthetic considerations.
Local bankers wanted their currency to
look beautiful and substantial. They
might want designs that no other
banker had used before. They might
want designs that typified local com-
merce. They might want custom
images. The engraving companies
needed a constant supply of new
images to offer to their customers.
Many of the images stockpiled by the

engravers were designed by in-house artists. Asher Durand is perhaps the most
recognized master painter who was also a principal of an engraving company.
Engravers also used designs from other sources. Famous paintings were delin-
eated for the print media; book illustrations were copied for vignettes.

86
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Residence of F.O.C. Darley, Artist, at Claymont, Delaware.

Commissioned "out-sourcing" of artwork was not typical; oftentimes the
engravers did not pay a fee for the privilege of copying a picture.

By the early 1850s, Darley had attained such popularity, that his work was
in demand by engravers. When picking out their currency designs from sam-
ple books, bankers were sure to be impressed with images contributed by the
famous artist:

• Felix Darley was attuned to the public taste of his day;
• he had personal knowledge of the publishing and printing industry;
• his work was popular and distributed widely;
• he knew the technical aspects of printing;
• his work featured strong, articulate lines; and
• he could compose dramatic and evocative pictures.

All of these factors brought Darley to the attention of the security printing
industry. From 1853 to 1879, Darley sent "designs" to bank note engravers.
He was arguably the most prolific independent artist associated with these
vignettes.

TTIE SCENES OF ELFRIDA, TUE RED
uovvesDAVGIITEI:. are laid both on 	 AND
LAND, and the Proprietors of the NEW•TORIC MEN_
CURT anticipate Dr it a popularity never hereof.,
aarieeed Story of Idetropearin life ' , Withal In
Ode enontrin THE ILLUSTRATIONS BY VARLET
wilt etenos in oilhir coon the minds of all tr ho read the
tale its mot Lulling hullo:no ; and the publishers feel
towered that is triumph of LITERARY BENI U .& col-
leen:shed with faro DEMO OF PICTORIAL ART,
'ELFIN DA TI1E RED ROVER'S DAUGUTEG,"
be the CREAT EVENT OF TEE YEAR In the depart-
went of literature 141%111(11 re Wong, ELFRIDA
RED ROVER'S BANG IITF.R, in componton to the
"MI aeries and V iferiet of New-York," by NED BUNT-
LINE, Is now ready in the NENV-VORK NERCO In* for
January 7, 1(1). TI1F.IIELDINIT in the largest, cheep-
127t nod bait( the family papers. Order your newspaper

carrier to tare Br-venially at your bow.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 12/29/1859
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1411t41114 it 110 adroitly onto beetle the conlocturce of anon
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Thirty-one American artists will exhibit
works at the Porte Exposition. Ina palate:el en: linker,
Besot Manta% Iltualata, CostIcer, Church, Dae-
woo, Crupary, DO, Durand, Elliott, Oilthrd, Mignon
Motand, Richards, Weir, White, and Whittredue, The de-
nlearsare: 1410v4 Downers, aid Lanes.11110 ocular,.
arn: Matilda. °ley, Harriet E. Dosmor, Rogan ,
Thotopoon, Volk, and Word. the engwvers ate:
American lank Note Cowpony, Isiornball, Nutloonl
Bank Note Compeny, and Navas,

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 4/5/1867

A prosperous Darley with his fashion-
able hat. (New York Public Library)

Several generations of collectors have
studied bank note (and stock certificate)
vignettes. Desired data includes the source
of the original picture, the engraver(s), the
engraving company, and the end uses of
the vignette on documents. Collections
have included examples of the vignette
sketches, camera-ready artwork, engravings
in stages of completion, printed proofs,
engraved metal plates, and finished docu-
ments. The present series of American
Bank Note Company archives sales will
provide the vignette collectors with a huge
volume of material to study.

Darley's contributions to bank note
art have been written about in a number of
books and articles (see sources). Thomas
F. Morris, j r. (Essay-Proof .7011177a1 69,
Winter 1961) claimed a collection of 80
different Darley vignettes without a list.
Reviewing the several references to

Among the numerous issues of Dickens's
works, Third and lloughlon's Globe Edition
claims a prominent place by the accuracy of
its text, the neatness or its typography and
the cleverness of its illustrations by Dais/.
and Gilbert. "Old Curiosity Shop" an the
first part of the "Skctchtin" have just boon
published in a single volume.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 6/11/1867

The publication of the "Globe Edition" o
the works of Charte.s Dickens—New York
Hurd and lloughton—is nearly complete.
The latest issues are " Bleak House," " Lit-
tle Don't," "Christians Carol," "Chimes,"
"Cricket on the Hearth," "Battle of Life,"
"haunted Man," "Christmas Tree," " Pia
tures from Italy," and "American Notes.'
The illustrations, as those at the other vol-
umes, are by Litkaand Gilbert, and the books
are characterized by the uniform excellence
of the series.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 11/16/1867
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Hans Christian Anderson makes his Brat
appearance in the November Riicr.rida with
two storise : Greenieo" and "Petier, Pe-
ter and Peer." The frontispiece of the sum-
her is o drawing by F. 0. C. 12.takx of quills
and Warnba, in Scott's "Ivanh-cieDarley also
contributes "Pictures from Switzerland,' with
five illnetrations by himself. "Ono Day" is a
Fonrth of July skotoh by Helen O. Wooks and
has two illustrations. Tho other illustrations
are of "The Brahmin Cahla-Sarnia and the
Craw-fish," "Bunter and Tom,' and "Patoh-
work." A brilliant Christmas number is prom-
ised and an improved volume for nest year.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 10/27/1868

NEW PUBLICATIONS

The frontispiece of the Metal* is by P. 0.
C. Raga Its cabled is no incident in William lien,

story. "The Life and Adventures of .1,ok of the
NHL" of shirk Orme is a dexeription in the text of the
magazine. The 05001011story of the number, 'Too
Candice." is by Bans Christian Andereen, and there are
others by Stockton, Benjamin, Lucretia P. lisle, start ht
N. MM., Bayer:, red Rebecca Warding Dark, be-
shwa a liberal supply of I he reading and pictorial matter
which bee made the aucceas of the Riverside.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 6/24/1870

II.

TILE PIONRERSI

OR, VIE BOUNCES Oh' Tile 8USQUIELIANNA

DESCRIPTIVtITALE. By Jamas Neal:ewe Cooper.
With Eight New Illustrations by N. 0. 0. ,N404, ruin.,
 Paper cover., price 75 cents; cloth. •

the fourth volume of the new Illustrated Rditien of Coop'
eel Novels.

lierotolare thine bee been no edition of DOB scknowl.
edged hunt of the American romeneista suitable for gen•
twat popular circulation, and hence the now Inane of those
famous novels will be welcomed by Ito gemerstIon of read.
era that havesprune uPsumo Cooper departed Dont uslAe
thee program., the charmter, goal., rod valor of the
Cooper romance. become morn widely recognized: Ile II
now aocepted as rho great clasalc of our American literw
tare, and Ms books es the prose epics of our coyly Mr.
tea

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 10/21/1872
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Price, 54.
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INHEN Freelioni from her lie qintaiii

Unfurled bel mtawliiril 	 t he air,

Sim tan the ttzure robe of night.

A ell tit'( the stars of glory t here.

She mingled with its gorgeous tls ts

The milky bilblrie of the

Alta striped its pure celestial white

With streakings of the morning: light ;

Then ("rum Ids mansion in the slut

She calk", it t 	 rer d OW11,

"The American Flag" by Joseph Rodman Drake, New York: James G. Gregory, 1861, illustrat-
ed by F.O.C. Darley. (University of Michigan)

Darley's bank note vignettes, the sources for many of the attributions remain
indefinite. The American Bank Note Company sold subscription series of
commemorative proof vignettes starting in the late 1970s. A number of the
vignettes reproduced therein from the original plates are credited to Darley. It
is assumed that the ABNCo. had business records of the transactions with the
artist, or had some other way to attribute the original picture to Darley.

Attributing a vignette design to a particular artist adds an interesting
"back story" to a bank note. Connecting the vignette to the designer in this
way is presumed to be possible through the following evidence: (each heading's
comments are in order in paragraphs below)

• Signed original artwork for known vignettes
• Signed engraved plates
• Signed proof vignettes
• Banknote company written records
• Stylistic comparison of vignettes
• Pictures adapted from other media
• Artist's records of commissions
Some of Darley's sketches meant for banknote vignettes are known. His

"A Visit From St. Nicholas" (Durand Santa Claus vignette type IV) has been
used to illustrate past articles. There are some Darley finished design paintings
extant. A few plates and vignette plate proofs are titled under Darley's byline.
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Darley's name has been associated with quite a number of vignettes in
articles and reference books. Most of the time, there is no mention of the
source of the information. Undoubtedly, much of the written record of bank
note company transactions with the artist has been lost. Many of the leading
companies merged into the American Bank Note Company in 1858. Because
of the ABNCo's ongoing concern with security and copyright of its designs,
Company archives have not been made generally available to researchers. As
mentioned above, ABNCo souvenir materials attribute some vignettes to
Darley, allowing the presumption that a record exists in some form.

After viewing many vignettes and Darley book illustrations, it is possible
to gain a sense of the characteristics of his work. Darley composed dramatic
pictures. He placed his figures in active postures. He often placed a strong
diagonal element in the work to aid in drawing the viewer's eye around the pic-
ture. This, apparently, is evidence of his observation of classical English illus-
trations.

Darley did not do portraits. He did not draw lifeless personifications.
He did not portray the boats and trains so common to banknote vignette land-
scapes. He followed public taste in idealization of the farmer, the patriot, the
craftsman, the Native American, the heroic episodes and figures in American
history. His vignettes are dramatic and lifelike. Some bank note vignettes may
have been attributed to Darley based on style. He was so popular, that other

"Barnyard Watercolor," by F.O.C.
Darley. (Photo from auction catalog)
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Cooper's Works.
With parley plates. Bound In half
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English Library Edition. Illustra-

tions by Crulksbaok. 'Chit," Darle .
30 volumes. Bound In halt p s
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Reduced from $100 to $60.

Brooklyn Daily Eagle 1/5/1898

Painting of a Cooper by F.O.C. Darley. (Ray & Judith Hester collection)

illustrators emulated his work. It may be impossible to attribute many pictures
solely by style, since he was so influential.

A visitor to Stockbridge, MA will see the Norman Rockwell studio.
Rockwell kept props and costumes handy. He recruited local villagers to dress
up and pose for his illustrations. He was fascinated by their faces, and by their

postures. He knew how clothes hung on
their bodies. Some of his props recur in
his work. In fact, all of these comments
apply to Darley, too. He would dress and
pose his neighbors in the studio, and cer-
tain hats and helmets and tools are seen in
multiple images. He would walk the
fields and farms near his home, and some
Claymont buildings have been identified
in the background of pictures. One of
Dailey's favorite dogs appears repeatedly,
such as in the illustration at left.
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The Mill Door, Sailors Pulling On A Line, and Feeding a Horse are likely from Darley designs for Toppan, Carpenter.

Washington in Camp on this 1865 Delaware ABNCo proof is Darley's style. Vignette was used on bond 119 years later, see p. 96.

Both vignettes on this ABNCo Boston bank note are attributed to Darley artwork.
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A reproduction of a Darley Plains
Indian appears at upper right in this
currency montage on the cover of
sheet music for Dan Bryant's "How Are
You Green-Backs" published in 1863.
(Collection of the author)

ABNCo produced this plate for the
Hingham, MA Bank's $20 and $50
notes. It contains Darley's White Bear,
Saying Goodbye, and The Farmer & His
Dog vignettes. (Image reversed, origi-
nal cancelled printing plate in collec-
tion of the author)

Stylistic identification of a picture retains some uncertainty. The Landing
Of The Pilgrims vignette used on National Currency notes and stamps ($1notes
Fr 380-386, 55 notes Fr 587-612, 781-809, 832-891, 20 stamp Scott 549) cer-
tainly "looks" like Darley's work. The dramatic poses, clothing details, gnarled
driftwood, all point to Darley. This vignette is identified as Darley's in refer-
ence books (based on style?), including Gene Hessler's The Engraver's Line, but
no confirming citation was provided by one author later questioned about it. A
Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) Souvenir Card identifies the engraver
as G.F.C. Smillie. The Friedberg reference and an anonymous Coin World arti-
cle credit the engraving to Charles Burt. In a Coin World article, Glenn
Smedley referred to the BEP history description of Elisha Hobart engraving

the painting by [Henry] Sargent (1770-
1845). He implies by this that the Sargent
painting is the original source of the
vignette. Mr. Smedley points out that the
Federal notes use two slightly different ver-
sions of the picture, so two engravers could
have been involved. While Hobart certainly
did engraving, the famous Sargent painting
(easily viewed on the Internet) is nothing
like the vignette. Darley did two Landing Of
The Pilgrims designs for Toppan, Carpenter
in the 1850s. Either or both of these origi-
nals could have made their way to Federal
currency through the ABNCo's contract to
print early U.S.Currency. Conclusions?
The Smillie-Burt-Hobart question is unan-
swered. The Pilgrim picture is most likely
Darley's work, or the work of an artist much
influenced by Darley's style.

Felix Darley was a prolific book illus-
trator. Some of his published pictures were
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This Seaford, Delaware bank never opened, but it commissioned ABNCo plates with Darley's Ship Carpenter featured.
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The famous White Bear vignette seems an odd choice for a Nashville banknote, seen here on a modern ABNCo proof.

Feeding the Pigs was one of Darley's earliest vignettes for Toppan, Carpenter & Casilear. The bank was only a few miles from his home.
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Plowman with Horse and Colt is a pen-
cil sketch by Darley reportedly for
Toppan, Carpenter. It is unknown if a
finished painting or vignette ever
resulted from it. (collection of the
author)

Below: Versions of Darley's Battle of
Lexington paintings were
used on National Currency
(near right) and in encyclope-
dic U.S. history books (far
right).

Darley at the heighth of his
career posed for New York
photographer C.D.
Fredericks. (New York Public
Library)

very likely adapted to engraved matter in an unauthorized manner. Some of
his bank note vignette designs were certainly pirated by lithographers. The
author has college currency and sheet music with lithographic vignettes taken
from previously used bank note work. One would have to scan all of Darley's
published illustrations in the attempt to spot pictures that had been adapted for
bank notes. Darley himself re-worked compositions for publication in different
forms. His Battle Of Lexington pictures were published in history books and
used for National Currency (see Fr 493-506; note: Lexington is credited to
Darley by Hssler, Huntoon, Durand, two Essay-Proof articles, and is similar in
style to his book illustrations, such as the one illustrated above).

Mrs. Jane Darley outlived her husband by 30 years. During that time,
she was generous to distribute mementos of the artist among their large circle
of friends. The New York Public Library (NYPL) became a major repository
of family material. Darley's drawing board and studio props are still around,
although the studio end of his home was destroyed in a fire. Northern
Delaware has been the center of continued Darley interest, and there are some
notable collections in the area. In the Schiek family collection, Darley's "day-
book," a business ledger, resided for many years. Darley exhibits at the NYPL
and at the Brandywine River Museum prompted the photocopy of this ledger,
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Darley was justly famous for illustrations of Native Americans, such as this hunting scene on a State Bank of Michigan remainder.

The Jackknife vignette (probably used without permission) is the central vignette on a lithographed Philadelphia college currency note.

Late-dated Delaware note uses Darley's Sailor at the Capstan, and a harvest scene that may be Darley's too. The dollar sign is unusual.
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Darley's Washington vignette on New Jersey Bell Telephone bond.

Below: Darley's design on U.S. stamp, Scott 1548, 10/10/1974.
Bottom: Detail from Fr 582b, "The Landing of the Pilgrims."

Above: Pilgraim Tercentenary, Scott 549. Below: Detail from
Fr 587. Note differences in the two engravings.
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Darley's dog appears in the Woodsman Warming His Hands vignette. Knarled branches and diagonal rifle barrel are earmarks of his work.

Darley's The Horseshoer appears on this Toppan, Carpenter proof note. Delaware's Blue Hen, Wm. Penn and John Clayton also appear.

Darley's Wheelwright is the central vignette on this Augusta (Georgia) Insurance & Banking Co. issue.
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A sample page from Darley's account book. (courtesy of the Schiek Collection)
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but I found Darley's handwriting
to be mostly illegible in the poor
copies made available to me. It
seemed that Darley's own record
of bank note vignettes was previ-
ously unpublished, and I made
arrangements to view the original.

In the account book, Darley
kept a record of his art commis-
sions for the years 1852-1879.
With the kind permission of
owner Miss Martha Schiek, I
examined the book's contents for
inclusion in this article. Of
course, I was mostly interested in
the list of engraving company
work, and the list of companies
and vignettes is presented in the order listed in Darley's
ledger.

KEY TO ATTRIBUTIONS:
(A) ABNCo and other souvenir cards & publications
(B) a Darley painting or book illustration exists
(C) auction catalog attribution
(D) Durand attribution
(EP) Essay-Proof Journal article attribution
(H) Hessler attribution
(L) appears in Darley's ledger
(0) appears in other sources
(PH) Huntoon attribution
(X) attribution based on style by author

1853
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. (TCC&Co.), August.

Design Man on Raft (all vignettes for TCC&Co.
$60.00)

Design Man Driving Sheep
Design Boys Catching a Horse

TCC&Co., October 11
Design Shearing Sheep

TCC&Co., Oct. 26
Design Indian Fhinting Buffalos
Design Pilgrims and Indians
End Piece Farmer with Cows (all end pieces

for TCC&Co. $40.00)
TCC&Co., Nov. 1

Design Stonecutters

Design Negro Husking Corn (L)
Design Indian Battle
End Piece Farmer Cutting Corn

TCC&Co., Nov. 17
Design Woodcutters

TCC&Co., Nov. 28
Design Barnyard

TCC&Co., Dec.1

,

y ,fq sint	 .1"1.,V1.0
' 43714 4„,4,.;\

Design Cattle Market (L)
Design Men & Boys Taking In Cows
Design Blacksmith Shoeing Horse
Design Farmer Feeding Pigs

aoCity

111 	 •1111117111

Design Woodcutters (L)
Design Girl Milking Cow



Vignette Blacksmith (L)
End Piece Blacksmith at Bellows
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1854
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear and Co., January

Design Boy Watering Horse
End Piece Indian On Horseback

TCC&Co., Feb. 2
Vignette Negro Grazing Horses
Vignette Negro Driving Oxen

l‘tial,;771

tohli r

End Piece Negro Picking Cotton (L)
TCC&Co., Feb. 27

Vignette Catching Horses (L)
Vignette Sailors

TCC&Co., March
End Piece Carpenter
End Piece Stonecutter

End Piece Blacksmith (L)
TCC&Co., March 16

Vignette Shoemaker
(March 19: Two end pieces for Continental B. $80.00)
TCC&Co., May 4

Vignette Landing of Pilgrims (L) (H)
TCC&Co., May 8

Vignette Negro with Load of Cotton
End Piece Negro Picking Cotton

TCC&Co., October

End Piece Girl Feeding Chickens (L)
End Piece Sailor with Glass
End Piece Sailor in Boat
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End Piece Ship Carpenter (L)

End Piece Farmer Feeding Horse (L)
TCC&Co., Nov. 9

Vignette Arms of Pennsylvania
TCC&Co., Nov. 14

Vignette for Manufacturers & Mechanics

1855
Toppan, Carpenter & Co. (TC&Co.), Feb.

Design Landing of Pilgrims
TC&Co., March

Design Picking Hops
Design Picking Hops [again]
Design Ploughing Scene

TC&Co., April
Design Feeding Pigs

Design Killing Pigs (L) [not popular, I presume]
Design Three Engineers

TC&Co., May
End Piece Engineer

TC&Co., May 16
Vignette Miners
Vignette Miners

Vignette Miners At Work (L)
TC&Co., July 7

Vignette Puritans Signing The Agreement
TC&Co., August

Vignette Cows Standing in the Water
Vignette Landing of Columbus
Vignette Farmer on Horseback Filling His Pipe

TC&Co., September
Vignette Indians Attacking Bears

TC&Co., August
End Piece Farmer Shooting British from the
Rocks

TC&Co., Nov. 17
Vignette "The Landing of Wm. Penn"

TC&Co., Nov 23
Vignette "The Landing of Wm. Penn" [again]

TC&Co., Dec. 11
Vignette Puritans at Prayer Surprised by Indians

TC&Co., Dec. 27
Vignette [Cur—at Work ?]
Vignette Sailors Looking Through Glass

TC&Co., December, 1855

Vignette Paul Jones Boarding A Ship (L)
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Vignette Picking Corn (L)
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Vignette Farmer and Boy Loading Hay 	 1857
End Piece Sailors Hauling On a Rope 	 Toppan, Carpenter & Co., Feb.7

1856
Toppan, Carpenter & Co., February

Vignette Boy Watering Horses (L)
End Piece Chickens

TC&Co., Feb. 10

Vignette Farmer & Mechanic (Wheelwright) (L)
TC&Co., March

Vignette Cow Stable
Vignette Sailors Shooting Seals

Vignette Surveying (L)
Vignette Boy Watering Cows

TC&Co., April 6
Vig. Girl and Men with Wheat, Negroes Husking
in Background

TC&Co., May
Vignette Boy Ploughing
Vignette Oxen Hauling Wood
End Piece Girl Milking Cow

TC&Co., May 28
Vignette Men At Mill
Vignette New York Coat-of-Arms
Vignette Sailors on the Ice

TC&Co., Nov.6
Vignette for Merchants' and Farmers Bank

TC&Co., Dec. 26
Vignette for Merchants' and Farmers Bank
Vignette Farmer & Child Sitting in Barn Door, 	 End Piece Cooper (L)
Horses 	 End Piece Girl Carrying Wheat

TC&Co., March 26
Vignette for Bank of Missouri
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TC&Co., April 24

End Piece Ship Carpenter (L)
TC&Co., May 5

Vignette for Bank of Missouri
TC&Co., June 16

End Piece Farmer
TC&Co., July 1

Vignette Faust & G. [Goethe?]

End Piece Indian (L)

TC&Co., September 15

1858
Toppan, Carpenter & Co., Jan.

Design Boy Driving a Cow
TC&Co., May

Design Washington
Design A Foraging Party In '76

TC&Co., May 25
Design A Hot Day in May

TC&Co., May 30

Vignette Indian Buffalo Hunt (L)
TC&Co., July

Vignette Hounds Attacking A Deer
Vignette Hunters of the -West

TC&Co., Aug
Vignette Cattle Grazing
Vignette Pocahontas [crossed out]
Vignette Loading Corn
Vignette (Picking ?) [crossed out]

TC&Co., September
Vignette Indians on the Trail
Vignette Sailors Attacking White Bears

TC&Co., Oct. 20

103

Vignette Sailors Killing White Bears (L)
TC&Co., December

Tail Piece, Sailors Taking In Sail (L) (H)
Tail Piece Sailors Pushing Boat Off Shore

TC&Co., Oct. 28
Vignette Ox Teams Crossing The Prairies

1859
American Bank Note Company (ABNCo.), Sept.1

Vignette Indians Fighting

ABNCo., Oct 1
Design Indians Attacking Emigrants (L) 	 Vignette Dogs Killing Sheep
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ABNCo., Oct. 10
Vignette Drovers

ABNCo., Dec.22

Vignette Indians In Council (L)
Vignette Cattle in Winter
Vignette Hunter & Bear

1861
American Bank Note Company, June 27

Vignette South American
ABNCo., July 13

Vignette Zouave, Flag
Vignette Soldier

ABNCo., Sept 23
Vignette Patriotism in 1776

ABNCo., Nov. 4
Vignette Indian fight

ABNCo., Nov. 29
Vignette Wharf Scene

ABNCo., Dec. 9
Vignette Breakdown

ABNCo., Dec. 25
Vignette for Farmers & Mechanics Bank

Samuel Carpenter, November 1 (all $60.00)
Foddering vignette (1862)

Nooning vignette (1862) (L)
Something Nice For Old Pet (1862)
Volunteer's Return (1862)
Foraging Party (1863)

My Pursuit of Knowledge Under Difficulties
(1864)
The First Lesson (1864)

1862
American Bank Note Company, March 31

Vignette Parting Words
Vignette Wheat & Ploughing

ABNCo., July 10
Vignette Dog & Blacksmith's Tools

1863
L.L. Smith, 183 William Street [N.Y.?]

Design for McClellan Medallion ($60.00)
American Bank Note Co., Feb. 28

End Piece "Vivandiere"
Vignette "Winter Quarters"

ABNCo., April 24
End Piece Indians

ABNCo., May 1
Vignette Freedom & the Slave

ABNCo., May 12
End Piece Washington, etc.
End Piece Sailor Blacksmith & Farmer

ABNCo., June 5 (charges now raised to $70 and $50)

End Piece Soldier Praying (L)
ABNCo., June 22

End Piece Taking Strong Point
ABNCo., June 25

End Piece Hunter of the West
ABNCo., July 29

End Piece The Picket Guard
ABNCo., Sept. 17

Vignette At Auction
Vignette Return of the Forager

ABNCo., Oct. 4
End Piece Bull
End Piece Buffalo

1864
American Bank Note Co., July 8
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Vignette "Cavalry Charge"
End Piece "Spirit of the Times"

ABNCo., Sept.
Vignette "A Struggle for the Flag"
Vignette "The Volunteers"
Vignette Departure )

ABNCo., Oct.
Vignette Milking
Vignette Volunteer's Return

Vignette Ploughing (L)
Henry F. Durant

Emigrants Surprised by Indians ($500.00)

1865
American Bank Note Co., May 11

1865
United States Treasury, Jan. 19

End piece soldier ($100.00)
Vignette Eagle ($125.00)

Western Engraving Co, June 2
Vignette
End Piece
End Piece

George W. Hatch, March
Painting-Volunteer's Departure ($500.00)

1866
George W. Hatch

Volunteer's Return ($700.00)
Sheridan's Ride ($1,500.00)

1871
Continental Bank Note Co. (CBN), Nov.2

Design in India Ink for Japanese Government
($2 50.00)

CBN, Dec.7
Vignette Goddess of Light ($250.00)

CBN, Dec.28
Vignette Picking Rice ($125.00)

CBN, Dec.28
Vignette Transplanting Rice ($125.00)

1872
Continental Bank Note Co. (CBN), Jan. 30

Lists balance clue from December, $650.00.
CBN, March 13

2 drawings God & Dragon ($200.00)
CBN, May 28

1 large drawing
1 outline

Vignette "Noosing" (L)
1864

United States Bank Note Co., Oct 28th.
Vignette Present & Future of U.S.

National Bank Note Co. (NBN), July 29th
Vignette Surrender of Vicksburg

NBN, September
Vignette Selling a Cow

NBN, November 5th.
Vignette -Washington

United States Treasury, Nov. 25
Head piece for Register of Vessels
Head of column for Register of Vessels
Foot of column for Register of Vessels

United States Treasury, Dec. 15
Vignette Marine View
Vignette Columbus Introducing Old World
The New

1873
Continental Bank Note Co., Feb.

Centre Vignette Engine &c.
Western Bank Note Company, April

Vignette [?over &c.]
End Piece "Commerce"

Centennial Finance Committee, November
Design, Certificate of Stock ($500.00)

1872
Martin M Kellogg, April 22

color drawing "The Friends"($150.00) [book com-
mission]

A.(?) Barthold Schlesinger, Dec.
color drawing for "Haddon Hall"($500.00)[book]

to	 1864
Continental Bank Note Co., July 16

Vignette "A Trophy"
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Vignette "Marshall Discovering Gold" (L)
CBN., July 20

Vignette A Reaping Machine
CBN., Sept 9

Vignette "America"
CBN., Sept 21

Vignette Mill Door
CBN., Sept 24

Vignette The Drover

1865
Continental Bank Note Co., March 8

End Piece, "Eagle"
CBN., June 6

Vignette "Millers"
CBN., June 17

Vignette "Prospecting"
CBN., June 29

Vignette Emigrants Attacked by Indians
CBN., July 18

Vignette Miners & Blacksmith
CBN., July 28

Vignette Surprised by Indians
Vignette Trappers Surprised by Bear

CBN., Aug. 31
Vignette "Leisure Moment," Miners in Camp
Vignette "The Travelers"
Vignette Indian & Moose

CBN., Sept.2
Vignette for Irish Scty [Society?]

CBN., Nov. 3

Vignette Emigrants (L)
Vignette Horses

CBN., Nov.16
Vignette The Halt in the Desert
Vignette The Huskers
Vignette Breaking Ground

CBN., Dec.2
Vignette Indians

CBN., Dec. 20
Vignette Loading A Vessel

1866
Continental Bank Note Co., January 3, 1866

Vignette Sailors on a Lookout
CBN., Jan. 4

Vignette Discharging Cargo
CBN., Feb.2

Vignette Sailors Pushing Off

Vignette Loading Cotton (L)
(from an original ABNCo archives printing plate
in the collection of the author)

CBN., March 6

Vignette Farmer Resting (L) (includes Darlev's
dog; from original ABNCo printing plate for
Massachusetts note in author's collection, see also
same vignette used on a Maryland note opposite)
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Vignette Stone Cutter (L)
CBN., May 7

Vignette A Horse Market  

Vignette Farmer Resting (L)

CBN., March 6
Vignette Sailor At the Helm 

Sailors Lounging ("Three Sailors') (L)
CBN., May 21

(subject not filled in)
CBN., July 20

Sheep Washing end piece
Milk Maid end piece
Vignette Pig Drover

CBN., Sept. 26
Stone Cutter end piece
Ship Carpenter end piece
Cooper end piece

CBN., December 26
Tobacco end piece
Vineyard end piece

Vignette Harvest (L)
CBN., March 10

Vignette Eagle & Flag, etc.
CBN., March 31      

Vignette A Hunter of the Rocky Mts. (L) (CBN, 1866) 

Vignette "A Knight of the Prairies" 	
Cutting Corn. end piece (L)
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Based on Darley's sketch "A Visit from Saint Nicholas" (Durand Type IV), a delightful Santa Claus adorns this rare Bank of Milwaukee, WI
$5 remainder note by TC&Co. (Courtesy Chet Krause, Wisconsin Obsolete Bank Notes and Scrip, and Gene Hessler, The Engraver's Line)

1867
Continental Bank Note Co., July 30

American Soldier & Slave
1874

Pennsylvania Railroad
Design, Conestoga Wagon ($100.00)

1879
U.S. Treasury Department, Jan.1

Design Americans At Valley Forge
Design Col. Washington Pursuing Tarleton
Washington At Trenton

($375.00 for three designs)
A number of observations may be made from

Darley's list of more than 230 vignette design sales.
Through January of 1854, Darley referred to drawings
as "designs", rather than "vignettes" in the ledger. He
used the term "end pieces." I have not seen this term
used elsewhere, but I assume that he meant tall, narrow
designs suited to the ends of bank notes. He was paid
$60 for vignettes and $40 for end pieces throughout his
relationship with TCC&Co. The balance owed by
TCC&Co. on July 5, 1855, ($2,380) was paid in
October 25, 1856. On May 12, 1863, in the ledger,
charges increase to $70 per vignette and $50 for end
pieces. By July 8, 1864, the ledger reflects charges of
$125 per vignette.

Darley was doing book illustration work through-
out the bank note period. Publisher George Putnam
was charged $15.00 for an illustration called "Young
Washington & The Adjutant" in 1853. Hurd &
Houghton publishers were billed $90 for six designs for
the book S17771 Slick in 1871. His productivity was amaz-
ing, considering the process of sketching an original
concept, and finishing a pen-and-ink with sepia wash
painting for each picture. Darley must have been a fast
worker.

In 1861, visiting French Prince Napoleon viewed a

display of Darley's wash drawings at the ABNCo, and
commissioned four pictures from Darley at $1,000 each.
The titles were The Repose, The Unwilling Laborer,
Emigrants Attacked By Indians, and The Village
Blacksmith. This "Blacksmith" painting was said to have
been used as a vignette, and it was widely photo-repro-
duced for many years.

Darley did three paintings for George W. Hatch,
the President of the American Bank Note Company in
1865 and 1866. He charged a total of $2,700 for the
work. It is also possible that vignettes were adapted
from these.

This ledger listing apparently covers Darley's
whole career as a vignette designer. This is his list of
designs billed to engraving companies. Darley did work
for the leading security printers, incl. Tappan,
Carpenter, Casilear; American BN Co.; Samuel
Carpenter; United States BN Co.; National BN Co.;
Continental BN Co.; Western BN Co.; and the U.S.
Treasury Department. The ledger does not indicate if
all the designs were accepted, or if, in fact, all of them
were paid for. The only contractual arrangement
appears to be with Continental Bank Note Company,
starting in June of 1865. Darley appears to have been
retained at $400 per month through about March of
1866. Taken as a whole, the dollar amounts listed in the
ledger reflect great financial success.

The ledger raises some intriguing questions for
further research. Of particular note are these listings:
• Two end pieces for Continental B. [Bank?] in 1854;
• The 1856 vignettes for the Merchants' and Farmers

Bank;
• Unnamed vignettes for the Bank of Missouri in 1857;
• The McClellan Medallion design for L.L. Smith in

1863;
• Documents for the U.S. Register of Vessels in 1864;
• The 1865 vignette for the Irish Society;
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Darley's ledger reference to designs for the Government of Japan in 1871 is a tantalizing hint of his contribution to the first Meiji paper
money issue. Darley may well have designed one or all of these vignettes for Japan's 1871 one- and two-sen notes. Like many artists,
Darley was enamored with Asian drawing style. (Illustrations courtesy of Joe Boling)

• Centennial Finance Committee Stock in 1873;
• The 1874 Conestoga Wagon design for the

Pennsylvania RR; and
• The designs for Japan's Meiji reform currency for

CBN in 1871.
• It would be especially interesting to further determine

uses of his work for the Treasury Dept.
Darley's designs have been adapated by numerous

engravers. A sampling shows some of the "great" names
of the bank note and general engraving trade of the 19th

Century, including: Walter Shirlaw, J.I. Pease, Alfred
Jones, J.D. Smillie, Owen Hanks, Charles Schlecht, Luis
Delnoce, Frederick Girsch, Charles Burt, J. Wrightson,
S. A. Scholl, Robert Hinshelwood, James Smillie, Alfred
Sealey, James Duthie, Thomas Philibrowne, John
Wesley Paradise, Charles H. Smith, Charles A. Jewett,
W. W. Rice, and George H. Cushman.

Trying to identify vignettes from the above listing
runs into an obvious problem: Darley did not describe
many of them in detail. Further, he did several versions
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of some titles. In addition, the bank note companies did
not necessarily title the vignettes as the artist did. The
ledger is merely Darley's record of his submissions and
his fees charged. Which "Blacksmith" is which? Which
"Nooning" is which? This is not even the definitive list
of Darley work which was turned into currency and
stock vignettes.

I have made a preliminary list of other vignette
titles or descriptions used in references by Durand and
Hessler, in the Essay-Proof Journal, in ABNCo souvenir
materials, and in R.M.Smythe and additional auction
catalogs. These are attributed to Darley, yet they do
not seem to appear in the ledger book listing above.
Some of these may be actually on the above list under a
different title; some may be known titles from the
engravers records; some are likely borrowings from
Darley's book illustrations. In addition, some are placed
on the list because they resemble Darley's work.
However some of them may not be Darley's in the first
place. (Attribution key continues from page 98)

These "extra" vignettes are as follows:
The War Alarm vignette (colonist leaves house)(book

illustration)

A Visit From St. Nicholas (book illustration) (H)
Patriots At War (Storming Stoney Point?) (C)

Charge Of The Zouaves ("Scouting Party," from
ABNCo archives plate in collection of author) (D)

Drinking Water (buckskin frontiersman kneels) (L?)

News From Home (Civil War campfire, from
ABNCo archives plate in collection of author) (H)

Washington Encampment (D)
Bull At The Haystack (D)
Reaper (rests on scythe) (D)
Reaper Taking Drink ("Nooning"?) (L?)

Vrte:14.(44444 ,v 3" 4.00$ i t4001110g=
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The Jack Knife (boy and girl under tree) (H)

Constitution & Union (soldier, cannon, flag) (D)
Colonists & Troops (book illustration) (Evangeline?)

(EP)

tw 	 rj_.%)	 ?f / /f;

Drinking At The Brook (horse drinks) (H)



The Call To Arms (rider warns family) (11) 	 /
The Hail (sailor at rail) (L) 	 /r' r(// r"( '/ 7
Civil War Snipers (Union soldiers fire from cover) (EP) 5
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THE NATTLF. OF LEXINGTON.
- -

Battle Of Lexington (book illustration) (B, D, EP,
H, PH, X)

Group outside cabin, horse (X)
Union Soldiers (snipers) (EP)
Scout With Horse & Mule (CBN) (A)
Legend Of Sleepy Hollow (book illustration) (U.S.

stamp) (B)
Washington Encampment (book illustration?) (B?)
Drummer Boy Entertains Troops (X)
Blacksmith bends over anvil, back of customer, horse (B)
Major Waldron's Terrible Fight (book illustration) (L)

Man Tallies Sheep (A)
Mechanic/Smith with Large Gear (A)
Emigrant Train, Oxen (book illustration) (A)
Attack On Emigrant Train (book illustration) (A)
Turning Around (plowman with team) (X)
Negro Harnesses Horses (X)
Cooper At Work (L)

-_-
DRTH BERWICK. BAN:

A Husking Bee (book illustration?) (L?)
First Ride (X)
Pioneer (L?)

Saying Goodbye (sailor leaves 2 farmers) (EP)

Hunting Buffalo (L)
Woodsman Warms His Hands (X)
(John) Paul Jones (capturing a ship) (D)

3ANlio S MYRNA
Cattle Piece (cows in stream) (H)
Bull (& cow) At Haystack (D)
Volunteer's Departure (H)
Threshing Machine & Team (EP)
Picket Guard (EP)
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Feeding The Pigs (L)
Buffalo (EP)
Hunting Buffalo (white men hunt) (D)
Miner with Iron Rod (coal mine?) (X)
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the aggressor, and there is doubt about who is going to
be killed. Which ledger listing is the famous vignette,
and why did Darley title it this way? The title should be
(to quote the catchphrase from Jaws), "We need a big-
ger boat!" E. K. Kane described the attack while on the
lecture circuit. It is of little import that Kane's journal
does not mention the incident with the bear. He may
be excused for dramatizing his public speeches a bit for
the enraptured audience. It is interesting that the
vignette was keyed to current news events. As dramatic
as it is, the polar image seems a strange one for a banker
to choose for his currency issue. Stranger still is the
vignette's use on notes from far inland.

The following vignettes are also attributed to
Darley in various references, or they subjectively appear
to be his work. These include:

The Reaper (Mower) (D)

The famous White Bear vignette (illustrated
above, from an original cancelled plate in the collection
of the author) is thoroughly discussed in previous hobby
journals (see sources). In the ledger we find Toppan,
Carpenter & Company submissions on September 15,
1857, of "Sailors Killing White Bears" and on
September, 1858 of "Sailors Attacking White Bears". In
the well-known vignette, the lone polar bear seems to be

Battle Scene #2 vignette (Washington & Tarleton?)
(L?)

Blacksmith from original drawing (B)

Bull at the Haystack vignette (ABNCo #200) (D)



Bunker Hill Death of Warren vignette (L?)

War Alarm book plate, eng. by A. Babbett (D)
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"Continentaler" vignette c. 1863 (above left) (B)
Zouave & Flag (above right) (ABNCo 1861) (used
on U.S. bond) (H)

13119,0%— tmemens ear

Cows in Stream vignette (D)
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ILLUSTRATED BY
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CHURCH, BARLEY, DALLAS AND
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PART I.
Bunyan Dreaming ; Alan in Raga; Evangelist poUde out Wicket Gate; Slough of Deupon ,l; Hill

Legality; Wicket Gate ; Intcrpretor's Palace ; Christian Loses his Burden: Hill Difficulty. The AT.

her;. Palace Beautiful; Interior ; Viewing the Delectable Mountains ; Arming of Christian; The Du;

parture; Valley of Ilumiliation ; A Fight with ApoHyou; Christian receives the Healing liCAVei ; En-

tera the Valley of the Shadow of Death; Fiend whDpers Blasphemy in his Ear ; Pamea through the

Volley ; Giant's Cave ; Overtake', Faithful; They glee the City of Vanity; Triumphal Procession,
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Gambler-a' Booth, &v. ; The Temptations; Trial of Faithful; lie is led out to Execution.
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PART II.
By-Fads, Aloony-Love, Rini Fair-Speech. meet the PiDrinw; Comas tempts thorn to the Silver Aline

Pillar of Salt; River of Dm Water of Life; They los, them,,elyea in the Grounds of Giant Despair ;

The Giant seize, then]; Thu; Captive.',; The Escape; Delectable, fountains: Shephordu show them the 1
Alountoin, Hill of Error: Distant View of Celenial City ; Fate of dm Ai,..tat,; Enchanted Land ;

Load of Beulah; They eiliCi. the River of Death.

PART M.
Representing Scenes from the Second Part of Bunyan's Work. 	 ,

Aletcy fainting ,tt th,, Wickot G,,,, ; Great 11.D with ChriAtiana 	 Anil her Eamil) 	 at the Spring;

Great hart encourag, thorn to out, the VolDy of the Shadow of Death ; Pousage through the Valley ;

Land of Beulah ; The Ales,ienger ,,,,nt to sunmwo Clri ,tiana ; Au,ther :',•ene in the Land of Beulah; 

Christiana porte fmni her Family nml ,,,,,,,, 11,, Riv, ,, i 	 D,,,t1,; Gat° of the 0,,I.ial City,

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

DOORS OPEN ST 7. TO COMMENCE AT QUARTER TO S O'CLOCK.	 1

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, 12 1-2 CENTS.

Tn. Naoanmlor rug PUMP. l'Afiii1.1. la undout,u.dty a leork of decided merit andss aanthch thole, theordinary
standard of Panorama* as Ithoyanio Allegory W stow the ordithow stonderd of Allegorical oritinp, 	 The paella of
several of .r roost popular anion, a.d.wledgtd ability, ban been long and diligently engaged in persisting it far
exhibition and the reap his prothd highly eatiefactory to all concerned 	 A Wsit to this Vtherarna ie ...cleave sad
entetthining in a high Jerre. 	 Intembhi to Mutant< in a thor.ugh manner fithyathe beatitifol aliegory, abundant 	 i
field is futhishod for the dispthy of artimical L 	 in the wemry and incidents . in fact, a more a,,pi-
ms field for imoginutim mull hardly be conceived than that furnished tor the filpinis lirogross-full of hideous
mouthere kngelie toms, yawning alma, en,banting Went, plum and craggy rocks-the Valley of do, Shadow
of Death in all it. tariom pets td the last glorious them of the pmange to eternity thriceth the Riser of Dm.-
the pilpith turroundtel with all that it beautiful and glories.-We whole has boo ably and inimitable illthrated by
the talented ortistettho originated the work , and we tap all our madam who are Imps of the hcatittful. to wit the
pammuns without delay-N. V. Exprem

Star We take their an Sahibithel athhat recently opened of the pencrimic pinting a th. Pilgrim, P.p.. as
emo of the hem Wpm, of the Cram 	 Ite pied 	 were, with what', thr Mbar nwrit, all in ths thoweend spwit of
appeal to idle tonality, and gratification ,,f • desire for m little etthyditythfonnation. with ththrd a, the physical pew
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piet,,64 etorpeorezm lithry Clay in the ,eutto Chemise, or lawny Lind et Veinier 11•11.-thithary Wield, Nor. 23,

George F. Itesbdt St. Coo., Printers and Stationers, cor. Wall and Water sta., N
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Deerslayers vignette (D)
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Drinking from the Brook end piece (D)
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Groom Saddling Horse vignette (X)

Harvest vignette (0)

Hospitality at Cabin Door vignette (X)

Drummer Entertains Troops end piece (X) Indian Ambush vignette (B)

First Ride vignette (X) Indians Ambush Settler vignette (EP)



Sailor At Capstan #2 end piece (X)

Pioneer vignette (National Bank Note Co.) (X) Sailor Leans on Capstan vignette (L)
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Longshoremen vignette (H)

Prairie Warriors illustration (eng. by Alfred Sealey) (L)
coxwmvArao,

Mill Door vignette (X)

ifirk 41%.- 11714412111 /MAI kit

001140
DOLLAR OM

Indian Attack on Pilgrim Family (aka "Major
Waldron's Terrible Fight" vignette [ABNCo] this is
probably "Puritans at Prayer Surprised by Indians" in
the ledger, TCC 1855) (L)

()

rt DOLLAR ONE DOLLAR CEO D
RaE ONE' DOLLAR ONED

ONE DOLLAR ONE D
LIIBI ONE DCSLAR ONE
12.edi ONE DOLLAR ONE D

.:LIAR ONE DOLLAR 01. D

Roger Williams vignette (0) (B?)

drosee.-
J4i
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Scout With Horse & Mule vignette (0)
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Saint Nicholas Visit vignette (V 46218) (B)

Sheep Shearing vignette proof (ABNCo # V475) (L?)

Spinning Wheel vignette, c. 1854 (A)

Standard Bearer vignette (NBNCo) (D)

Taking in Sail vignette (H)

"The Hail" (sailor at rail) vignette (ABNCo # 139) (X)

Three Sailors at Seaside vignette (TC&Co) (EP)



Tired Team vignette proof (NBNCo) (X)

41-17.1i1
Washington Encampment vignette (ABNCo) (L?)

iltuabAGsviial,barkesiailmummurairaciartram v_m

DIAMOND STATE' BANK
Washington in Camp vignette (L?)

To Arms vignette (ABNCo) (EP)

Turning Around Plowman vignette (X)

Woodsman and Boy vignette (above left) (X)

Woodsman Warms Hands end piece (above right) (X)
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Union Skirmishers vignette (eng. by Luigi [Louis]
	 Wounded Soldier vignette (NBNCo) (X)

Delnoce) (A)
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Collecting Darley materials is a challenge. Book
illustrations show up frequently on eBay as single pages
or whole books. Original artwork is occasionally seen,
although prices are highly variable. Many modern sou-
venir cards and ABNCo modern "proprietary proofs"
have Darley vignettes. Auction catalogs are good
sources to see vignettes on notes and stocks. Older
proofs from engraver's sample books are not so preva-
lent as before, but interest in is sure to increase, with the
massive amount of engraved material being offered from
the ABNCo archives over the next months and years.

Paper money and stocks with Darley connections
are not generally valued on the basis of their vignettes.
Obsolete currency containing these particular vignettes
tends to be scarce, because Darley entered the vignette
field rather late in the obsolete currency era. A majority
of the issuing banks continued in business long enough
to redeem and destroy their notes. Many of the Darley
vignettes are available only on rare circulated notes or
contemporary proof notes.

Felix Octavius Carr Darley's name has been kept
alive through his connections to the paper money
hobby, through a few modern gallery exhibits, through
dedicated collectors, and through interested individuals,
many of them in northern Delaware. 3 During Darley's
working life, methods of printing reproduction in color
and styles of art technique changed. The public's tastes
changed. Nineteenth Century sentimentality and ideal-
ized stereotypes fell out of fashion. In today's art world,
book illustration and engraved ephemera take second
place to fine arts masterworks in galleries and museums.
A witty member of the Darley Society said, "Darley is
the most famous forgotten American artist."

Darley's art, esthetics and attitudes were things of
his time. Now, he provides us with a perspective about
how people viewed America back then. Darley had a
genius for expressive composition. Paper money collec-
tors can be thankful for his little works of art. 4

Notes:
1. Darley's tombstone specifies 1821 as his birthdate. The

late Carol Digel, a Darley scholar, stated that Mrs. Darley
obtained the stone, and "should know when he was born."
The Darley home has suffered periods of neglect. It was
extensively restored and operated as a bed & breakfast inn
for several years. Some Darleyana was displayed there, and
the furnishings were appropriate, but not original. The
home is vacant, and, I believe, for sale at this writing.
Claymont, DE was originally a country retreat for
Wilmington society. Darley enjoyed a view over rolling
fields down to the Delaware River. The view is now
obstructed by Interstate 495 and by industrial buildings.
Darley's name is immortalized on the street that borders
the property on the south.

3. Carol Digel, Martha Schick, Ray Hester and Judith Hester
gave help and encouragement in preparing this article.

4. Thanks to author Nancy Finlay of the Connecticut
Historical Society for reviewing this article and for making
helpful suggestions. Thanks to Joe Boling for illustrations
of the rare Japanese notes, to Chet Krause and Gene
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Hessler for the Santa Claus note, to Steve Whitfield for a
Kansas note, to Don Kelly for an Illinois note, the N.Y.
Public Library, Brooklyn Public Library, University of
Michigan Library, Library of Congress, University of
Beilefeld Library, and to Heritage Numismatic Auctions.
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